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Number-One!
LaGuardia Math TeamWins
CUNY Math Competition

CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
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Winning Math Oub from left

to

right: Dwight Bugrave,Yu Tun,

Andrew Eery (faculty advsier) Wen I. Lin, Leoog Loh. Photo Feder-Smith

By Subryan Virasami
Some students complain that
LaGuardia does not have apy teams,
which are very important for the
school spirit Well there is good
news. One of our teams recently
proved they are the best in the City
University of New York.
The LaGuardia Math Team
recently came out on top by gaining .
the highest score in the CUNY Math
League Contest
Professor Andrew Berry became
faculty advisor of the Club last
Spring and since has been working on
their strategies for winning.
"I'm thrilled. It proves that we can
do it," said Professor Berry proudly
about winning the competition. The
CUNY Math Contest was held last
fall at Queensborough Community
College where students from all of the
18 CUNY Colleges participated.
The questions are chosen by a
panel of facuJty members in the math

deparunents of the participating
colleges.
The LaGuardia students that caI!!~
out on top were: Yu Tim, number
one who scored 70; Leong Loh,
number two and scored 60 ; Wen I
Lin came in third an4 scored 45. The
average score of the three was 58
compared to an average of 54 from
Queensborough Community College
who came in second. NYC Technical
College and Kingsborough
Community College were at a distant
28 and 26 averages.
Yu Tim, who scored the highest,
was all smiles when asked how he felt
about being the smartest math student
in CUNY. He was excited and
expressed his interest in becoming an
engineer, and of course a math
teacher.
Not Just X's And Y's
The competition is not just
knowing how to calculate x's and y's,
but it includes questions you woo't

see Math Club p11

Building For The
Future
By Sebastian Rodriquez
Enthusiastic!
That's the atmosphere here at
LaGuardia at the moment
Completion of the new building is
eagerly awaited by James Buckley,
Assistant Dean of Administration and
Richard Elliott, Associate Dean of
Administration .
"This building represents a major
step forward , in expansion of new
college facilities that our students
deserve," said Dean Elliott.

Dean Elliott explained that the
new building will have a 33,(XX)
square foot library, 50 new
classrooms, including 43 laboratories
each equipped with the latest in
science and computer equipment
"I believe the students at
LaGuardia deserve every chance to
work with the best available
technology," said Dean Buckley.
Apparently this new building is
not very impressive in height, since it
is only five stories taller than the
main building.

See Buildin . 11
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State To LaGuardia:
Quarter System Illegal
Student Government Questions LaGuardia's
Delayed Response To State Mandate
By Subryan Virasami

t

'

A group of facuJty members and
administrators are trying desperately
this quarter to explain to the College
population why LaGuardia has no
choice but to adapt to a new academic
calendar called the Simulated
Trimester by the fall of 1990.
LaGuardia Community College,
after attempting for over three years to
convince the State that to change
from the quarter system wouJd be
taking a negative direction, failed.
Some student leaders are wondering
why LaGuardia waited for almost two
years after they were ordered by the
State to start implementing the
simulated uimcster.
According to the Dean 9f
Cooperative Education, !vIr. Dennis
Berry, LaGuardia must adhere to the
state's requirement or students will
loose aid from the Tuition Assistance
Program, better known as TAP.
"The way in which we have been
allocating TAP is a no-go," Dean
Berry explained in a meeting with
Student Government members on
January 3l.
According to Berry, the State now
said that LaGuardia's process of
awarding fmancial aid and collecting
tuition four times a year is
inconsistent with their regulations.
The proposed schedule from the
State is as follows: the fall and winter
quarter remains the same 10 weeks
session. The spring and summer are
the same 10 weeks, but when you
register in the beginning of the spring
you will be required to also register
for the summer. Tuition will not
change in any way from the current

system, except that you will be
paying three times a year instead of
four. The yearly tuition will be
divided into three instead of the
current four payment'). If you attend
the spring, you must also attend the
summer in order to qualify for
financial aid in those two quarters.
"Essentially a student will get
whatever TAP he is getting,"
explained SuJema Abrahim, Financial
Aid Director. But a student must take
a number of eight credits in the spring
and a total of 12 in both the spring
and summer to qualify for financial
aid.
Adam Mayer, a student
government member does not think it
is fair to [urec slLIdents to attend
classes in the summer to get their
money's worth. "It's not right because
not every student can come in the
summer," said Mayer. "It's not an
option it's a must."
As Zobby Martinez, a student
governor understands it, "It's really
sad to attend in the summer when
many students would like to work or
go on vacation."
As Associate Dean of
Administration, Richard Elliott puts
it, "This is not something the school
wishes to happen."
Many issues were raised in the
meeting with student leaders. Some
wondered how single parents will
cope when they would prefer to stay
home with their children rather than
attending classes in the summer. If
they attend the spring, they must
attend the summer to get what they
pay for.
Another issue students are
concerned about are the amount of
credits that will be required in order to

see Trimester p11

Editorial

To: College Community
From: President Raymond C. Bowen
Re: Freedom of the Cam pus Press

Simulated Tritnester:
A Ra w Deal
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CORRECrION FROM TIlE F~ 1989, ISSUE OFIHE BRIDGE:
The LaGuardia yearbook is not released in conjunclioo wilh commencement.

The Bridge is the offical student newspaper of
laGuardia Community College. It is published by an
independent staff and financed by Student
Activities funds. Opinions expressed in the paper
are not necessarily those of the college.
administration. faculty. or student body. Not
responsible for unsolicited material and all
material is subject to editing. Copyright by The
Bridge. located in S-154F at laGuardia Community
College. 31-11 Thomson Ave. L.I.C .• NY 11101.
phone Number: (718) 482-528].
F'e6ruary 1990
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Early Childhood Learning Center
Helping Parents Attend School

TAXI ANYONE?

OIildren from the ECLC with Nursery School Diplomas. Photo Yearbook

By Christiana Somerville
According to the The Early
Childhood Learning Center (ECLC)
budget for Fiscal Year 1989-1990,
they expect to receive $62,417.11
from the funds which are earmarked
each year from the student activity
fees. From the City and State they
expect to receive $84,341.45. They
also expect to receive an additional
$61,300.00 in tuition from the
parents.
The tuition is paid according to
the number of hours that the child
spends at the center each week.
Ms. Renee Butler, Director of the
ECLC, explairts that the parents'
tuition helps to pay for running the
center. She stresses that what the
parents pay is not a lot for what
childcare usually costs.
According to a pamphlet that is
given to the parent'> the tuition rates
are as follows:
2 hours or less $4.00 per day
3-4 homs
$5.00 per day
5-9 hours
$6.00 per day
The reason that the tuition is
broken down in this manner is
because ECLC operates on a flex time
system which means children register
based on their parents schedule.
"The maximum is twelve hours
per day with a cap on three days. The
minimum is five hours per week,
three of which have to be consecutive
hours. They [the parents] pay
considerable under the City childcare
rate which is a hundred and nine
dollars a week.
They [the parents] pay tuition
based on their schedule which is
usually a maximum, of thirty dollars
per week," said Renee Bulter
ECLC is an important part of
LaGuardia Community College since
it cares for the children of LaGuardia
students while they attend class.
ECLC has two sites, one in the
basement of the Main Building and
one in the Marie LaGuardia Building.

Cab drivers making the city move. Photo Edgar O. Lanos-Quintero

By GAIL FISHER
Driving in New York can be a hair
raising experience. It's almost
impossible to drive in the streets of
New York City without being
surrounded by yellow cabs.
The Federation Employment and
Guidance Service and LaGuardia
Community College are the only two
schools in New York authorized by
the Taxi and Limousine Commission
to teach those interested how to be an
accomplished cab driver.
The taxi program at LaGuardia
began in 1984 under the guidance of
Steve Brauch, a former taxi driver,
who was working with the Division
of Continuing Education at the
college.
Mr. Brauch staled that students
of the program must already have a
valid New York or New Jersey drivers
licence because the program isn't
structured to teach non-drivers how to
become licensed drivers.
The program is for the benefit of
accomplished drivers who desire to
become cab drivers. It is necessary
for students to be trained because the
demands of a cab driver is greater than
that of an automobile driver.
Mr. Brauch explained that the job
of a cab driver is very difficult because
they have to drive 12 hours a day
through heavy traffic and must
constantly be aware of traffic
regulations. They also need
communication as well as technical
skills.

He said. "The program does teach
the cab driver these skills, because the
riding public expects a certain standard
of driver who should know certain
fundamentals such as map reading,
courtesy, obeying rules and
regulations, fare calculation and
defensive driving and one way to
ensure this is by training through the
program."
.
.
For the program the cab driver IS
taught the rules and regulations of the
Taxi and Limousine Commission
such as, where to operate their cabs.
They need to know the geographic
locations and other skills such as how
to read a map, what are the best routes
to take and which are the least
congested areas at certain times of the
day.
Cab drivers must also know where
the major tourist attractions are in the
five boroughs, the shortest point of
getting from point "a" to "b" , where
to locate pasengers and how to fmd
addresses they are not familiar with.
They're also taught driver/

passenger relations such as how to
handle difficult as well as pleasant
passengers, visitors as well as native
New Yorkers.
Some other skills that are
required for a cab driver are
"Technical skills such as knowing
how to navigate their cabs for 12
hours a day through traffic and
potholes," said Mr. Brauch.
Mr. Brauch mentioned that since
the two schools started the program
they have had over 20,000 graduates.
In the first year they had 8,000 new
drivers, the second year 7,800 and
now approximately 8,000 new
students enter the program every year.
But he said since being director of
the program, the first thing he has
learned is the tremendous turnover of
drivers that occurs. Many cab drivers
when they discover how "high
pressured" the job is and the lower
than anticipated salary, leave the
program.
The second thing he has learned is
that the public has the impression
that cab drivers are "unfriendly people
who are out to cheat them." He found
that the vast majority of people who
enroll into the program want to do a
good job and it has always puzzled
him as to why the public's
impression is so much the opposite
of what he has observed.
Most New Yorkers tend to
remember only the bad experiences
they encOWlter in in this city. As
Mr. Brauch said most people tend to
remember, "a driver who is unsafe,
unfriendly or angry rather than one
who is safe, pleasant, and courteous"
and he said this tends to rankle on the
person's mind and a "stereotype
impression tends to form that all cab
drivers are this way and we tend to
forget some of the nice rides we've
had."
The third reason Mr. Brauch cited
is that the nice drivers who start out
with good intentions get discouraged
and adopt bad habits from drivers
who've been on the road a long time.
The fourth thing that he has
learned is that many of the cab drivers
tend to come from foreign countries
and are not comfortable speaking the
English language. Therefore, rather
than attempt to start a conversation,
the driver prefers to be silent and
passengers assume that the driver is
unfriendly.
Mr. Brauch said, "passengers
should try to put themselves in the
cab driver's position and try to

Ms. Bulter explained that a
number of rules must be followed
when you are operating a day care
center.
For example, she explained that
ECLC must hire licensed teachers,
which means that they compete with
the New York City Board of
Education in terms of salary.
The day care center also has a
license to accomodate up to thirty
students at anyone period of time.
Since the center runs on the flex time
system it can accomodate up to 90
students a day.
The ECLC has an Day and
Extended-Day program and a Saturday
Component
A pamphlet which is given to the

see TAXI pH
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parents stated that the The Early Child
Component of ECLC offers a
curriculum for children ages 2.10 to 6
years old
The children are grouped based on
their ability levels and afforded the
opportunities for exploration,
questioning, freedom of expression,
independence, socialization, and motor
development through a host of
activities.
The Extended Day Program of
ECLC offers both an early childhood
and school age component for children
3-9 years old. The children are
provided with a combination of
enrichment and recreational activities
as well as homework assistance.
ECLC's Saturday component
provides a quality
enrichment/recreational program for
children 3-9 years old through such
activities as visiting the gymnasium,
taking trips, etc.
ECLC has a series of ongoin~
parenting workshops at which they
discuss different themes. The
workshops are usually conducted by
the staff. They also provide referral
information for the parents.
"I think it is important for them
[students] to know that we [ECLC]
are a student service. We do what we
can to accommodate those students
that receive direct services and those
students that do not We can make
referrals and reach out to the student
population of LaGuardia. But
understand that we are limited in what
we can do," said Renee Bulter.

News Briefs from p4
program, a student can call 1-800-3466401 to request a "student data form."
It must be completed and sent to
CFPS with $45.00 for the research
fee. In about two weeks, the student
will get a personalized computer printout of financial aid resources that
matches his or her background
PELL AND TAP
PROBLEMS
If you're artXious about TAP or
PeU awards because you haven't heard
from these agencies, you lll.US.l call
them directly at these numbers:
TAP: 1-800-642-6234 (toll free)
Pell: 1-319-337-3738 Oong
distance)
TIP: Best time to get them is
between 8:30 A.M. and 10:00 A.M
(Information provided by the
Financial Aid Office News Letter)

F'ebruary 1990

N E W S B R IE FS
INSIDE: Protest '90 CUNY Job Fair,
City Census, Financial Aid, CUNY Chancellor
Compiled by Christiana
, Somerville
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
STATEMENT
Dear Fellow Students:
FIGHT FOR YOUR
EDUCATIO : GO TO ALBANY
BAITL EOFTI lE BUOOET
1
Remember last Spring the
lobbying, the Ieuer writing 10
legislators, and the procesl 81 the
, Capital stepS in Albany. All of the
above was 10 convince the Governor
, not 10 propose a wilion increase; yet
when all the dust cleared Governor
,Cuomo propose d a $200 increase on
, '. all C.U .Y. schools.
, Allhl point if you were in
hool or tuned in to the local new
you know what happened.
" ,Flashback April 1989
, Thousands of students take 10 the
;"streets in a massive proteSt again t
the proposed tuition increase.
14 campus buildings were taken
, over by students for two weeks;
including LaGuardia!
, ,When the dust cleared thi time
" Governor,Cuomo conceded and the
tudents won the budget bat1Jc for
' 1989.
EDUCATIO IS A RIGHI',
' FIGHI' FlGlITFIGHT!!
ome to Albany February 26,
, , 19 ,10,v' it your Icgi IalOl'S to
your oncems on the proposed
exp
"$17.6 million d liar budg t cuL
, " FREE tranSportation and lunch.
Come 10 M-l60 Student
", G ~ernrnent for m rc information and
, fmd out how you can help!!
REMEMBER SruDENTS
,' UNITED WILL NEVER BE
" DEFEATED!! NEWS BRIEFS

SEARC H FOR NEW CUNY
CHAN CELLO R BEGINS
A search committee has been
formed 10 find a new chancellor fa

the City University Of New YoJk.
Board Olainnan James P. Murphy
said,"as we look towards the future,
with all of its imponaru challenges
and opportunities. We will continue
10 expand our commianentlO
academic exceUeoce and access 10
higher education- our dual
responsibility to the people of the
City and State."
CITY PREPARES FOR
CEN U IN APRIL

On Friday. January 12, 1990
Maya David N. Dinkins announced

that about 70 New Y<rt City

S.A.D.D.

Preventing Dru nk Driving
A Concern For Students
By Robin Simkcmky
What do the initials SADD
mean? Well, these impMantleuers
stand for, StudenlS Against Drunk
Driving and this organization was
founded by a high school teacher in
Massachuseus, Raben Anastas. He
founded SADD in 1981 after two of
his students were killed within four
day in alcohol-related accidents. In
1988 alone, drunk driving accidents
killed almost 14,000 young people.
6,063 were between the ages of 1519. 7.m were between the ages of
20-24. Every 17 minutes. a person is
killed in a drunk driving accident
"I went to their wakes, and saw
their friends angry. and frusuaaed and
depressed. I kept thinking to myself;
they bate this. Why do they keep
challenging deaIh and losing," he
recalled.

find a safe way hom. if they are with
someone who has been drinking, or
they themselves have been drinking .
Mr. Anasaas admits that many
~ were appalled when their
teenager handed them a SADD
contracL "They had no idea their
children were drinking. But we make
it clear that the conuact DOES NOT
suppon drinking, but it allows them
10 get home safely," he said.
If you want more information
about SADD you can write:
Students Against Drunk Driving
P.O. Box 800
Marlboro, MA 01752
(Editors NOle: SADD is in lhe
process of starting a chapter hue ac
lAGuardia for more information go to
Slutknt AClivilies or come 10 The
Bridge Office)
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In F bruary!he Mayor's Office
will kick-off an intensive campafgn
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outlets, a multi-lingual bus and
subway advertising program and a
program of public service
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television to reach all New Yaters.
By Catherine Passiglia
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Thomas Divan: New
Director--L.G.C.C. Theatre

What's All Fun
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Working for
The Bridge!
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memo released by Maryse Prcseau,
Dean of External Affairs. "Mr. Divan
served as Associate Direc~ of the
Young PeopJe's Program fa the
Pctfooning Arts at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music. This program
serves 100,000 students a year with
120 performances by 20 different
companies from around the wortd."
Upon Mr. Divan' arrival he
realized that the theaJre had no
program schedule for the spring. It
was then his responsibility 10
develop the spring theatre season.

ATURDAY PROG RAM
LaGuardia' Super Saturday
March 24 at
begins
Spring
1:30 PM with "Let Them Ea
Books!" This' being p nted by
We TeU S . , which i also
affiliated wi!h the 1 i Center of
Los Angel . "Let Them Eat Boo !"
is d igned show v n very y ung
k:s can be.
children how much fun
The p-ogramming' not limited
only to children. Adults can enjoy
tival who will
The Intematior\al
perform on Saturday May 5, from 1
pm WlLil you say when. Included in
this will be at 1east Ix hours of non
stop dance excitement from around the
world.

The program continue on April 21
at 1:30 with ''Br'er Rabbit Tales"
being presented by Don Oliver.
Remember growing up wi!h Br'er
Rabbit and Uncle Remus, well on

See Arts ~11
F'ebruary99U

We Salute African--American History Month
Let Freedom Ring
A Warm Tribute To
Mayor David Dinkins:
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
A Man Making History
TRIBUTE TO MARTIN
LUTHER KING, JR. BY CITY
COMPTROLLER ELIZABETH
HOLTZMAN
As we observe the birthday of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., I am
reminded of the fIrst time I heard him
spe.ak. I think back to the Summer of
1963 when I was a law student
working for a black civil rights
attorney in Southern Georgia. I got
on the freedom train going up to the
March on Washington -- a trip that I
will never forgel. At every station in
the South, the train stopped, the doors
opened and people boarded with eyes
shining. They were on their way to
hear about a dream, to hear about a
new vision of the future . We got to
Washington, black and white, young
and old, and we were already
electrified, eager to hear the power
words about a just future -- words of
hope, words of strength. We were
moved, and feIt the world move with
us.
Today in New York City -- and all
across the Nation, Martin Luther
King's dreams still move us. Just
last month the first African American Mayor took office in New
York City, and the Nation's fIrst
African - American governor took
office in Virginia. There are now 3q
African , American mayors of cities
with ~,()pulations over 50,000 -- and
the numbers are rapidly growing. To
those who have worked long and hard

to malce these victories possible, I
say: Congratulations -- but keep
working, for we still have a leng,
long way to go.
Dr. King would be saddened to
know that racial violence and bigotry
continue to rear their ugly heads right
hear in New York City. He would be
saddened to know that the poverty rate
of blacks is three times that of
whites. To know that the
unemployment rate of blacks is over
twice that of whites.
Dr. King would ask us to look at
our Government, to change the path
we have followed for the past decade.
He would ask us to insist that the
new administration break: with the
kind of thinking that opposed the
extension of the voting rights act, cut
funds for education, jobs and
nutrition, indulged and condoned the
immoral regime in South Africa, and
even opposed this holiday that
commemorates him.
Now is the time to use this
opportunity of improved East-West
relations to create a peace dividend - to use the money spent on building
weapons for education, job programs,
drug treatment and to work in every
way to end bigotry and to ensure
equality for all Americans.
If Dr. King were with us today he
would ask to keep alive his drearri and
not despair in the face of the violence,
the hatred, the ignorance and the evil
that are still with us. We cannot give
up. We are his messengers and we
must not leave his great work
unfmished. So, we pledge to him to
carry on, to malce his dream come true
in our lifetime.
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By Christiana Somerville
"November 7, 1989 is a date
that will live in history. You have
put your trust in me and I will never
let you down," said David Dinkins in
his victory speech.
David Norman Dinkins became
New York City's one hundred and
sixth Mayor and first black Mayor.
Mayor Dinkins started in City
government in 1966 as a State
As...;;emblyman who helped create the
SEEK program. After that he served
as President of the Board of Elections
from 1972-1973. While at the Board
of Elections he established a program
that encouraged Voter Registration.
He served as City Clerk from 19751985.
From 1986-1989 he was elected
as the Manhattan Borough President.
As Borough President, Dinkins
provided leadership on many key
issues such as the AIDS crisis, prenatal and early childhood care , as well
as the rights of the disabled.
Mayor Dinkins has promised to
be the toughest Mayor on crime and
drugs that this City has ever seen. In
his campaign Dinkins promised to
put a police offIcer on every subway
train at night. Also during the
ca.:~: ; ·:Jil he s.1id that he supported a
woman's right to choose abortion and
he would try to fmd a solution for the
homeless problem. Dinkins also said
that he would establish a committee
to look into lowering tuition or
making tuition free for CUNY
students.
Dinkin's campaign was
supported by every section of this
City and that was one of the reasons
he won. He was endorsed by
Congressman Charles Rangel, Sandra
Feldman, President, United Federation
of Teacher's, Assemblyman Albert
Vann, Chair, Black and Puerto Rican

~

.

You saw your world in the colors of
the rainbow.

See "Do The
Right Thing"
Date: 2/15/90
Time: 1p.m.
Place: Theatre

Forgotten
By William Morning Jr.

You left behind a dream your
followers carry on.

For You,

David Dinkins is now Mayor.

The Red was all the blood shed during
the civil rights movement.

One of your dreams were born.

The Orange and Yellow was the sun
which was hardly seen.

Here's a man with so much power to
malce a change and help rearrange out
city that's full of its racial boundaries.

Eleanor Bumpers remains in sight
Michael Griffith
Michael Stuart
Thank you Sharpton, Jackson,
Yusef Hawkins Farralchan for
your kind
words

It isn't over
The world knows it isn't

The Green was the money that wasn't
exchanged. But deeds were done for
everyone and not a cent involved.

Boundaries you tried so hard to tear
down.

The Blue is for the earth which
continues to evolve with its
boundaries.

a great smile.

The memories will never stray

Knowing that it may talce awhile
To break: down this world full of hate.

Your shades are Black

You opened many doors, some of
which have closed now.

Free Movie!

We Have Not

~

BROTHER KING
BY William Morning Jr.

Legislative Caucus, District Council
37, and Local 1199, and numerous
students who attended rally for just
before the November election.
"New York City needs a Mayor
who will unite the diverse groups
who malce up the gorgeous mosaic
that is our City. A Mayor who will
with resolute purpose fight the
scourge of drugs and crime, and with a
clear head fight to eliminate the
poverty and hopelessness that tum our
youth to lawless. I pledge to create
an administration characterized by
openness, integrity, and hope. New
Yorkers will not fail to do what is
needed to malce New York the
wonderful place that it can be, and I
promise you, neither will I ," said
David Dinkins, in the 1989 Voter's
Guide for the Primary Election.

The soil is still damp where'
your bodies lay

I know you're looking upon him with

Your hearts are strong

Our nation needs a change before its
too late.

We all know they were wrong

I wasl,t around to hear you historic
words.

But many eyes are still closed
Life is like the petal of a rose
Decided by those
Who chose
To talce the lives of
Eleanor Bumpers
Michael Griffith
Michael Stuart
Yusei' Hawkins
For You.

Who gives you right Lo talce a
life

But each day they arise in some shape
or form.

The blood and anger still
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QUEENS BLVD
MINI-MALL
32-02 QUEENS BLVD
CORNER OF 32ND PLACE

ONLY - $265 99
NAME BRANDS ONLY
Free VHS Tape with purchase

AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE
PLAYER W/AUTO REYERSE

Compact Stereo
NAME BRAND

From - $125 99

-

250 99

NAME BRANDS
Full focus and Automatic Features

ALL TV's ...
ON SALE

200 WATTS for $135 00

Very Low Prices!!

$5

OFF

OFF

ANY ITEM

$5

IN STORE

With Student I. D.

$5

Free Dancing Plant With Purchase
of $7;5.00 - Free! . , Free! - Free!
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Iappy Valentine's Day From The Bridge Staff
1R®lIDmm ~~Jroft~
11 ~1 &<DlmIDlfft
1®1ID.<> ~~]p 1ID.]p ftThl&ll

~<>®:ID~

DearChr'
lia
IS, I care f,

V. Ppy Valentin ' Or you.
lcki
e S Day,

Mr.Bill Black!I
Love Your Buns!
Love Deddia

Alan, Happy Valentine's
Day Love, Chris

Tom
En· Y family
D 10y Your v.'
ay. Gail
alenUne's

To all the ladies at LaGuardia
I Love You. L. Zambrana

Eric,
LOVE!
Whatb
free
elongS to
. 'When it
Yo~ Set if
IS Yours
comes b
Monique·tn~~my love :%~ I~
'S fhesong,

Mom.

..tcfQ.m, k1f..U

m

YDU

be

my "Q.(e.ntl.ne??

ard tlrJ3, 'TIE tvn fECPle

To Fareeda Th
Your SparkUn e aura from
hypnotizes '{J eyes
tS:eeChless m~and makes me
'Ink ofyou'" nd When I
beat.
my heart Skips a
Secret Ad.m'
!fer

R.Dbi.n

rave s:1\.e::i rry s:nity, or, at
t WEt :is Jeft C£ it.

nks, cathy

Ambassador (The Cafeted.a)
Wi.shes cdL the stwl.ents a
Happy Vah~tlti.ne's Day!

To Jessica,Happy
Valentine's Day!!
Love Dad

Barry, Today begins the rest of
our life, for I hope someday to be
your wife. I love you.
Lorraine

Question: When Is A Student Not
Just A Student?
Answer: As Soon As That Student
Is Part Of The Student Newspaper.
So Students! Come To The Bridge
Office S-154 And Speak To Some
Students Who Are Part Of The
Bridge.
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Bugs Moran and
The Trouble Boys

ARTS BRIEFS
Compiled by
Catherine Passiglia
"Driving Miss Daisy"
On Screen and Stage

"Driving Miss Daisy" is a
touching and humorous new film
starring Morgan Freeman, Jessica
Tandy and Dan Aykroyd. This is a
Wamer Bros. release which is based
on the Pulitzer Prize Winning comedy
by Alfred Uhry and is playing
throughout the New York area.
Discount Ticket'l for the Theatre
version are available in Student
Activities, Room M114.

Bugs hel ps fans celebrate New Year's at O'Hangans Women (left to right): Catherine
Passiglia, Christiana Somerville, Karen Wieber. Photo Bridge

By Catherine Passiglia
and Christiana Somerville

Peter, the relative newcomer,
became part of the band in a very
interesting way. "I was in a music
store out on Long Island, and I was
FLm is the key word to describe
the live band "Bugs Moran and The
telling a sales person how unhappy I
Trouble Boys," with Crazy running a was in my present band and how I
close second.
would like to join a new one. After I
left, Neil walked in and said that his
From Billy Joel, the Beatles
and the Stones, to George Michael,
band needed a guitar player and the
Georgia Satellites and an Irish Jig
sales person gave him my name. I
thrown in here and there, these guys
auditioned soon after and got the job.
I had to learn about 40 songs in
put their own unique stamp on
whatever they play.
about a Week for our next show."
"Bugs Moran and The Trouble
Bugs then added jokingly, "And
Boys" is made up of Bugs Moran,
he still doesn't know them."
lead vocalist and keyboards, Neil
Although they play "cover"
Burgett on the plastic electronic
songs, they do not try to imitate the
drums, and Peter Green on the guitar. original artists. The words may
belong to others, but the sound is all
their own.
Although they each got started
in music in different ways, when they
Even though Bugs receives most
of the audience's attention as the lead
get together they have just one basic
purpose, to have fun. "They look like vocalist and for his talent playing the
they are having such a good time that keyboard, he is not hesitant about
it is contagious. We [the audience]
sbaring the attention with his fellow
have fun just being a part of it," said
band members.
Karen Wieber, a LaGuardia graduate
The audience can tell that they
who first heard of them while they
are really interested in keeping them
were playing at a club in Brooklyn.
entertained since each member of the
Bugs first became interested in
band is willing to let the talent of the
music in the fourth grade but it was
others shine through so the best
not IIDtil his second year in college
possible music can be produced.
that he realized music was more th;m
It appears to the audience that
just a hobby to him. After he left
:hey II y to chooc'! SOAgS that will
Georgetown University he took a job highlight each of their individual
and practiced piano late into the night. talents. Peter's expertise on the guitar
comes through during the performance
Not long after that, he received a of the song "Smoke On the Water,"
call from Neil who was starting a
by Deep Purple.
band and asked Bugs to join him.
Neil as well receives his fair
Although this was not the beginning
share of attention when he performs
of "Bugs Moran and the Trouble
"Keep Your Hands To Yourself," by
Boys," it was the begirming of a
Georgia Satellites.
professional career for Neil and Bugs
Some of Bugs' more popular
who have been friends since Junior
tunes include "When A Man Loves A
High.
Woman," by Percy Sledge and "I Was
Neil, as well, became interested Only Dreaming," by OMD.
in music at an early age and realized
Among the things that separate
that there was no other career for him. them from the other bands is their use
"I was first interested in the piano
of technology as well as their
when I was in the fourth grade. As I interaction with the audience. For
example, in between sets, they will
got older I became interested in the
drums because they seemed 'cooler'
walk around and sit at various tables.
than the piano. Although it doesn't
One thing that has been noted
seem as important now, it was when I by some of the females who have
wa" in the seventh grade."
seen them perform is that certain
On the other hand, Peter became members of the band has a knack for
interested in OlIL<;ic when he heard his flirting .
first Beatles Album at the age of five.
"Bugs Moran And The Trouble
But he didn 't start playing the guitar
Boys" can be seen and heard at
until the age of twelve and turned
O'Flanagan's located at East 65th
professional when he was in college.

See Bugs pll

PENTHOUSE "CAf\.tPUS
VIEW" COLUMN
Submissions are being
sought for Penthouse's "Campus
View" column, which begins its
second year of presenting essays
written by and for college students.
"Since its debut in 1988, we
have heard from student in every part
of the country, and Canada too," says
"Campus View" editor Robyn Lee.
"Their ideas ranged from hard-hitting
plea support to the Roe v. Wade
decision to musing about aftergraduation plans."
Students interested in
contributing to the column are invited
to send suggestions to Penthouse,
Attn. Robyn Lee, 1965 Broadway,
New York, N.Y.,10023. They will
be paid $250 for pieces published.
SEARCH FOR POETS

The American Poetry
Association will be sponsoring four
contests this year in order to discover
new talent
"Students win many of our
prizes. They are in a creative time of
their life, and we look forward to
reading their work," said Robert
Nelson, publisher for the Association.
The grand prize winner will
receive $1000, and all total $11,000
dollars will be awarded to 152
winners.
Poems must be postmarked by
March 31 , 1990 to meet the current
contest. Poets may send up to six
poems.

A TRIBUTE TO
MALCOLM X
The Ujamaa Black Theatre, An
African-American Theatre, will be
presenting "A Tribute to Malcolm
X," on Wednesday February 21, 1990,
at 7:30 PM in the Lincoln Square
Theatre, at 250 West 65 Street This
is a Play For Our Hero And Black By
Popular Demand. The production was
written, directed and produced by Titus
Walker. Tickets are $20 in advance
and $25 at the Door. For more
information, call (212) 642-1890.

"FORTUNATO"

"Fortunato" by Serafin and
Joaquin Quintero is scheduled to be
presented The Performin Arts Club
and the Hwnanitiues Department on
Tuesday February 27 at 8:00 PM and
Thursday March 1 at 8:00PM in the
LaGuardia Theatre.
The notable Spanish
playwrights have produced a
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sometimes funny, sometimes sad tale
of hard times in the big city. In
"Fortunato," the actors are called upon
to perform in a wide array of acting
styles. Form the serious to the
comic, their acting talents arc put to
the test.
The talented ca<;t of students
include the following (in alphabetical
order) : Alan Cooper, Jennifer
Creighton, Sharon Devoti, Edwin
Faustin, Bill Negron and Marie
Thelot
The cast member have been
applying themselves to the production
since January, when rehersals ftrst
began, in hopes of preparing an
entcrtaining production of the highest
possible quality.

City Squirrels
By Catherine PassigJia

The air was brisk and the sky
was bright as I stepped out of my
house one early March morning. The
smell of the fresh cut gmss was in the
air as I thought to myself, "Today is
the kind of day to enjoy oneself."
Smiling to myself, I started
walking up the steps leading to the
bus stop. Just then, I saw a squirrel
running towards me. It looked so
qute with its twitchy nose and bushy
tale that I decided to talk to it I am
an animal lover and I feel that most
animals can understand kindness.
"Hello! How are you today?" I
asked it before it had a chance to pa<;s
mc.
Much to my surpri se, it stopped
and turned to look at me in wonder.
It just stood there with iL<; head tilted
off to one side.
Getting into the spirit of things,
I said, "Yes. I am talking to you."
At this point, 1vlr. Squirrel
started to come towards me.
Knowing that some of the people in
the neighborhood had a habit of
feeding the squirrels, I thought that
"Mr. SqUirrel" might be looking for
food.
In order to get that idea out of
his head I bent down and spoke to
him, Person to Squirrel, "I hope that
you are not looking for food, because
I do not have any for you."
Now I guess that Mr. Squirrel
must have understood me because he
then ran away. At that point I just
stood there laughing at both of
us,him for running when he found
out that he wasn't getting fed, and me
for talking to him in the first place.
Doesn'! it seem interesting when
you can detect the attitudes of the city
in a squirrel.

February f99lr ---- -

GET YOURSELF A BEAUTIFUL
PAIR OF WHEELS!
PUBLIC AUCTION OF
UNREDEEMED VEHICLES
FOR SALE
AUTOSNANS
NYC Department of Transportation
Parking Violations / Enforcement Bureaus

AUCTIONS ARE HELD ON THE FOLLOWING
DAYS AND LOCATIONS

MON.

Queens Pound, 56th Road and Laurel Hill Blvd.,
Maspeth NY at 11 :00 am. Bronx Pound, 745 East
141st Street, Bronx, NY at 1 :00 pm.

TUES.

Pier 60, West 19th Street and 11 th Avenue, NY at 11 :00
am. Brooklyn Pound, Brooklyn Navy Yard, Navy and
Sand Streets, Brooklyn, NY, at 1 :00 pm.

WED.

Pier 26, Beach and West Street, NY at 11 :00 am. Bronx
Pound, 745 East 141 st Street, Bronx, NY at 1 :00 pm.

THUR.

Pier 60, West 19th Street and 11th Ave., NYat 11 :00
am. Brooklyn Pound, Brooklyn Navy Yard, Navy and
Sand Streets, Brooklyn, NY at 1 :00 pm.

FRI.

Pier 26, Beach and West Streets, NY at 11 :00 am.
Queens Pound, 56th Road and Laurel Hill Blvd.,
Maspeth, NY at 1:00 pm.
All cars sold right, title and interest, subject to prior lien.
Inspection one half hour prior to sale. CASH ONLY.

FOR INFORMATION - 212-791-1450
CUT OUT - SAVE AD AS A REFERENCE

There's a

World of

Opportuniti
at UPS
• PART TIME
• VARIOUS SHIFTS
About Stan Wynert
• furmer writer for" National Business Employment Weekly"
• furmerwnter for a malor NYC, resume wntlng firm

•
•
•
•
•

Free consultation
Phone estimates
Rush service
Direction & marketing
Complete writing/editing

• Typeset...styled ... laser
printed ... on fine paper
• lists typed and mailed
• Credit cards & FAX
• Lifetime update service
CALL

Stan Wynett

RESU ES

Opportunities for exposure in operations:

• Unloading. Pre-Loader • Loading • Sorter
It takes all kinds of talent to nm one of t,he nation's Jllost respected
companies, and UPS' growth has created a world of opportullity in a
.'
vaIiety of operational areas.
Even Part Time, YOll count more at UPS. You will el1joy the
high pay matched by the best benefits.
_ Medical
_ Dental
_ Paid Vacation
_ Vision.
_ Paid Holidays
_ Tuition Reimbursement

For openings in yow- local area contact:

447·1120
Grand Central Area

21 E. 40th st. . Suite 1006
(corner Madison Ave,)

N.Y.C. 10016

I ffi I

(718)706-3011
'.

~ United Parcel Service
Ahead of the Rest in Service and Careers
An Equal Opportunily Employer
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Nursing Boards

-et\T:

Why Suffer?
Don'tl And with Kaplan's NCLEX prep, you
won't.

Kaplan's NCLEX prep is the only course that
gives you the best of both worlds - live
instruction and tape review.
Not only will expert nurses work with you
in small classes, but you can also review at
your own pace with our Test-N-Tape series.
All review books are provided. Plus, with a
Kaplan ID card, you can study at anyone of
130 centers nationwide!
Tuition's only $245 and comes with a
money-back guarantee.· We also offer group
rates and student rep opportunities.
So call. Kaplan's NCLEX prep is the fastest
cure for nervous nurses.
• First-time test-takers from accredited nursing schools who
fail to pass the NCLEX can get a refund or take our class
again - freel

i
:
i
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JAMAICA BOOK CENTER

i

146-16 JAMAICA AVE.
JAMAICA NEW YORK, 11435
(718) 658-2500

:
:

:

··,
··
··,
··
,

ATTENTION

~ NURSING
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·
:

i
·~

·:
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.STUDENTS

Your texts are at
Jamaica Book Center!

:
:

'
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'ROTHERS' COM'UT'"
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
Medical & Legal Typing· Mailing Lists
Newsletters· Resumes
. And Much Much More
(718) 426·2038

Monday - Friday 9 A.M .. 5 P.M.

HOURS:
Mon-Thurs 9:30am-lO:OOpm
Fri-Sat 9:00am-5:00pm .
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

Tuitions on the Rise

Year-to- Year Increases In Average Tuitions and Fees
at Four- Year Public and Private Colleges

$1,694

Public
Schools

(School/Production Division)

5%

6%

7%
Innatlon Rat.

WQBIl.fllQCf.SSlli~SE~~

Papers, Manuscripts, Resumes and Editing

msTBUCTJOIi;
WordPerfect 5,0, Wang and Lotus 1-2-3

'77.
78

DESKrQf'-BlBUStuNG.:..~

Flyers and Handbills

79·
'80

'81·
'82

'83'84

'85'86

'87·
'88

'89'90

$8,737
• Pick-up and Delivery Service Available (min, order 525,00)
~o

Private
Schools

CAl.I. TODAY' (718) 898-8440

8%
inflation Rate

OUR CREDENTIALS ARE UNlOqEBECAUSE WE ARE LICENSED BUSINESS INSTRUCTORS
WITH NEARLY 20 YEARS OF CORPORA TE EXPERIENCE!

SALE!!!!
ClllLDREN'S CLOTHING
Prices already reduced - Look for our
money saving coupons!!
MINI-MALL - 32-02 Queens Blvd
Call (718)706-6675
Ask about our convenient home shopping!!

SPRING BREAK 1990
Individual or student organization
needed to promote our Spring Break
trips. Earn money, free trips and
valuable work experience.

APPLY NOW!
Call Inter-Campus Progams

1-800-327-6013
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PLEASE CALL (7 18) 261-9400
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATIO
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STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENT£R LTD.

COMPUTER INFORMATION
UNLIMITED, INC.
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Bring this coupon and get
a 10% discount
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Increases in tuition and fees charged by colleges ate from one academic year to the next Aggre-gale
increases suggested by year,lo,year data cannot be determined, lnnallan rale taken from Consumer Pnca
Index, Scales diller on the wo graphs,
Source: Tho College Board, The Bureau 01 Labor Statistics,
NSNS
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Math Club from pI
find in your everyday classroom,
aCcording to Professor Berry.
Math, however, contrary to
popular opinion, is not as
complicated as one may feel.
"To learn math you need one thing interest." Professor Berry explained,
and "be wilting to put the time into
it"
Students in the club are spending
time with Professor Berry exploring
new math concepts and ideas because
they are interested in it. not because
they are forced to.
Means More Than Winning
LaGuardia winning this
competition means more than just
getting a certificate. "It proves that
students in a community college can
excel if they're willing to work hard,"
Professor Berry stated
"Math is not for a privileged
mind. It's a privilege to know it," he
stressed.
Prosessor Berry, the English born
math genius, immigrated to New
York just five years ago and soon
after he taught at a number of colleges
including New York University and
Baruch. He plans to remain at
LaGuardia and continue to win math
competitions, but at a more advanced
level, perhaps even to enter the next
Olympic Games.
He enjoys being the faculty
advisor and the motivator of the Math
Club. "I keep them (students) going
at it 24 hours a day, and they love it
It's not tormenting them," he said.
In the Math Club they have
weekly meetings, they have quizzes
and explore new ideas. However
Professor Berry warned, "It's not your
standard calculation." He continued, "I
make it more interesting. I give them
methods they wouldn't normally get
in the classroom."
More Competitions
The math tearn at LaGuardia
before winning the CUNY
competition entered the NYSMATIC
Competition, a statewide contest
where Vladimir Annenkov, a
LaGuardia student. was the fourth
place winner and the only CUNY
student that was in the top five.
The faculty advisor warned that
winning such competitions requires
constant participation in such things
as quizzes, testing, practice and most
important of all a sincere interest in
mathematics.
Professor Berry's goal is to "make
the Math Club infinitely better."
For those of you for whom math
is really not your kick, Professor
Berry explained, "If you want to see
the beauty of the world you must be a
mathematician because they can see
things most other people can't. It's
more of an art than a science."

Trimester from

pl

be qualified as a full time student. It
will increase from 7 to 8 credits,
which will force students to take no
less than three classes to meet this
requirement as a full time student

TRIl\1ESTER COMMITTEE
The trimester committee included
such faculty and administrators as
Dean Richard Elliott, and Associate
Dean of Student Services Carol
Jackson.
In the meeting, according to
Student Government President Lourie
Bosch, various members of the
administration requested that the

general student population be barred
from being in the meeting.
In the meeting various members,
including President Lourie Bosch,
expressed their grievances against the
Trimester Committee for not
involving student leaders in their year
long study of the proposed trimester,
and are only now informing students.
"I think the school made a big
mistake when they didn't respond to
this three years ago when they
should."
Lourie Bosch told the committee
that if they had requested students
input and cooperation some time ago,
"we would have found out the answers
together."
"I really feel and resent the fact
that the faculty and administration
didn't make an effort to invite students
to be in the committee," Bosch told
The Bridge. ''Why did they feel they
have the answers for students? Prior
to meeting with us they had no
students in the committee," Bosch
stated
She also questioned why
LaGuardia did not investigate the
possibility of adapting to the
traditional trimester with at least 13
weeks in each semester, or even the
regular semester.
Is there any chance of LaGuardia
remaining with the current quarter
system?
"Unless the State change its
posture we have to implement it."
Dean Beny said.
According to Bosch, many faculty
members may not wish to adapt to
the quarter system because they may
be effected personally. She suggested
that perhaps the requirements to
become an instructor will demand
more, or create problems with their
contracts with the school.
"What Me they so afraid about,"

Student's Center to be built on top of
the rear of the present main building,
and another 300,000 square feet in the
Center Three building to meet the
college's needs for the year 2000.
The City and State budget
approvals that are needed to start these
developments are still pending.
This may lead to the College
needing to consider possibly acquiring
another building sometime within the
next ten years.
These developments if approved
would not take place untill991-1992.
Currently the college is working with
the City's department of Real Estate
and C.U.N.Y.'s Facility Management
and Construction representatives to
establish the feasibility of expanding
campus facilities.
"I am hopeful that monies will be
approved to create a Student's Center.
It is and has been Dean Stapleton's
dream to provide a center where
Students can gamer to relax, study,
hold meeting and dances. We are all
working hard to try and achieve this
objective. To help the students is our
number one priority," said Dean
Buckley.

Hoscn askCO. "Are melt concerns
geared towards benefiting the students
or their own."
With many students expressing
their outrage at the Simulated
trimester, Dean Elliott is one of
those administrators who is hoping
they can still prove to the State that
the quarter system is the best for
LaGuardia. Commenting on the
State's requirement. he said, "It's an
example of government at its worst"
In the fall students will be
required to pay one-third of their
tuition which is $408.00. It may
appear confusing for many.
Would students come to grips
with this new calendar, "There's no
reason to like it," Dean Elliott
continued, "Do I think this is
wasteful-absolutely!"
Whether the new trimester will
effect students negatively remains a
question, but it would definitely make
the fmancial process one of confusion
at LaGuardia.

Brauch says he enjoys his job because
of the variety of new students that
come from different countries who
bring an enrichment to the program
while they gain and learn from
classroom training and field
experience.
The program operates under two
schedules; Monday - Friday 8:45 5:45; or two consecutive weekends
starting on Friday of the first weekend
and finishing on Satu,rday and Sunday
of the following weekend. Since
January 22 of this year, the hours of
the program was expanded from 20 to
40 hours and one of the instruction
days is now used to take the students
the trips.

Building from pI
One attraction is the Olympic size
swimming pool, equipped with an
exercise room that will include locker
rooms and showers.
According to Dean Buckley, the
present main entrance will be closed
and connecting corridors will link the
two buildings. The new main entrance
will serve both buildings.
Between the two buildings, there
will be two court yards created which
will serve to exhibit sculptures,
pictures and other artistic endeavors of
LaGuardians and others. These court
yards will have seating areas for
students who wish to spend peaceful
moments outdoors when the weather
permits.
Additional plans include a

TAXI from p3
remember that they may not be
comfortable in that position."
Mr. Brauch mentioned that they
have 10 teachers who teach according
to class enrollment and the fees the
student pays goes towards the
operational costs of the program_osuch
as the printed materials the students
use in the class, wall maps and
student manuals, audio video
equipment and the buses they rent for
the trip to Mid-Manhattan, Greenwich
Village, Chinatown, South Street
Seaport. LaGuardia and JFK
International Airports.
As director of the program Mr.

Arts from p4
April 21 you can watch,them come to
life only this time sharing the joy
with your children.
The Seatle Mime Theatre will be
here on May 19 at 1:30 to present
Pinocchio. With colorful sets,
costumes, music and dialogue, [yes,
you read right. dialogue] the whole
family should be entertained.
Tickets for these events are $ 2.50
for Children and Seniors and $ 4.00
for Adults. For mor information,
contact the LaGuardia Theatre Box
Office at (718) 482 - 5151.

Bugs from p8
Street and 1st Avenue in Manhattan
every Thursday and Friday at
aroundlO:30 pm. There is no cover
charge, but drinks are not free. For
more information, please call (212)
439-0660.
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A Short Story:
" Alone"
By Hamani Clarke

The time is forty of eight in the
evening and the night is breezy but
dry. The room where Rachel sits is
dimly lit and has a cold, unpleasant
feetin about it
As she take one last bite of her
fish she unknowingly swallows a
bone. She jolts out of her chair then
plungers to her knees like a plane
plummeting out of control to the
ground. Being that she lives alone
there is no one around to salvage her
life. She struggles desperately to get
air. She is only 19 and has no
intentions of losing her life so soon.
The long white nightgown
which she is wearing looks rather
appropriate for her innocent death
which lies ahead.
As her struggle for life
continues, she begins to hallucinate.
Two images - presumably angels of
death - appear in front of her. They
look more like nuns, because they are
wearing habits as black as volcano
ash with white veils across their
shoulders. Though they wear the
garment of such devout people, their
faces are bare. Nothing but dark
hollow skulls are revealed as they
motion toward her.
When they ftnally reach their
destination behind her, they grasp her
arms and try to take her away. Rachel
doesn't make it easy. Her face turns
red then blue from struggling so
much to break f:rCe of her captors
which in reality is the result of
suffocation. Ultimately her endeavor
for life comes to a tragic end. The
angels have won the seemingly
timely battle.
Who knows? Maybe they took
her life for a reason. They may have
saved her fronm some greater tragedy
which was to come about in her
future, and taken her to a flawless
world where pain and suffering are
unknown. Then again she may be in
a world of eternal anguish.

BUY

THIS
SPACE
Fill This Space
Become A
Reporter
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THE
SPACE
RETURNS
call 718482-5287
F'ebruary 1990

CELEBRATE NATIONAL GIRLS
WOMEN IN SPORTS DAY!
(TME

TIE QUIZ, WIN A PRIZE.,.

GIRLS & WOMEN YOUR NAME _ _----..;._ __
I SPORTS QUIZ

-. '

. J •.., Who i Ihe only American female
. alhlele 10 make five conseculive Olympic
leam ?
b) Mary Decker
a) . Willye While
c) Evelyn Ashford d) Wilma Rudolph
2. in I 72, 16,000 women played collegiale spon , By 19 8, the figure had
, rown 10 over:
a) 30,000
b) 70.000
. c) I ,
d) 140,000

3, Pri rto Ihe p
ge of Tide IX in 1972.
90% of women's college learns were
<;oa hed. by women. What percentage of
I ay's head coaches are women?
a)4 %
b) 63%
c) 70%
d) 92%
4, How man full- lime female spons col-

umni I are currently wriling for the nalion' major daily newspapers?
a) ()
b) 2
c) 10
d) 20
5. Who became Ihe firsl female golfer 10

earn over $500,000 in one year?
a) Nancy Lopez
c), Amy AI 011

b) Joanne Carner
d) Belsy King

7. In whal year was lhe women's marathon
added 10 lhe Olympic Games?
a) 1972
c) 1980

b) 1976
d) 1984

8. In whal mixed spon did women win
bolh the individual tilles althe 1989 N AA
Champion hips?
a) riflery
b) archery
c) fencing
d) Kiing
9. Paula Newby-Fra er fini hed Ihe 1988
Ironman Triathlon 11 th overall. Her record lime of 9 hours, 1 minule would have
won the men's race __ years ago.
a) 20
b) 10
c) 5
d) never
10. On Memorial Day, 1977, this woman
became the first 10 compete in the Indianapolis 500. This was no mean achievement considering that women were not
even allowed in the pits, where the cars are
refueled and repaired. until 1970. Who
was she?
a) Shirley Muldowney
b) Shawna Robinson
c) Lyn SI. James
d) Janet Guthrie

~.

lnl9 8. Texa defealed TOMe see in •
fronl of Ihe lar e I crowd ever 10 lIend
RETURN to the OfFICEof RECREATION,
women' b kelb II g me. How many M8-31 ,or the GYMNASIUM ...
people were allhe game?
Answer 811 ten questions correctly end
) 24.563
b) 15.789
you win & UIOU8I'd1& T-sh1rt, end, you
c) 12.112
d) 10.655
becomeehgiblefor the GRAND PRIZE: &

subscr1pt1on to WOMEN'S SPORTS & FITNESS,
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••• STAY IN TOUCH •••

COME TO THE BRIO
OFFICE EVERY
WED ESDAY
AT 1:30PM
IN S-154
GET THE SCOOP
ON THE LATEST NEWS ...
YOU JUST MIGHT END
UP MINDING EVERYONE
ELSE'S BUSINESS
WITH US ...
WE EED LL 0
'W
AB'
ETECTIV
1990

